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Destination China
by Katie Dailey, a China native and the owner of Dailey Travel LLC in Woodbury
Walking along the Great Wall in Beijing; riding man-peddled wooden boat on the Grand Canal in a water
village; and taking martial art training at the famous Shaolin Monastery Institute, China is a cultural and
experiential destination for families and individuals.
YANGTZE RIVER CRUISE
The Yangtze River, along with the Yellow River, is the origin of Chinese civilization. From melting
glacial waters in Tibet to the East China Sea at Shanghai, the world’s third longest river runs almost
4000 miles and divides the country into northern China and southern China. On the cruise, you will
see the spectacular Three Gorges, many archaeological and cultural sites, and the largest
hydroelectric power station in the world: the Three Gorges Dam.

GREAT WALL OF CHINA
Built in 210 BC by the first emperor Qin Shi Huang, the Great Wall stretches for more than 5500
miles. While walking on the Great Wall is very popular at Badaling, you can also take a day or two to
trek the less popular but rather impressive Mutianyu, Jinshanling, and Simatai.
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GOBI DESERT
The world’s fifth largest desert is along the Silk Road, a route through which China opened its door
to the West in the Han Dynasty. Today’s Xinjiang province has several legendary sites such as
Mogao Cave in Dunhuang, the Heavenly Lake in Urumqi and Flaming Mountain, a well-known 16th
century Chinese classic and scenic Journey to the West spot in Turpan.
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